Terms & Conditions of Carriage
JT Event Truck Ltd (hereon referred to as “The Carrier”) is a member of the Freight Transport Association. All consignments and
services rendered are carried or stored in accordance with the FTA Specimen Conditions for the Carriage of Goods by Road
(2002), and Storage of Goods in the United Kingdom (2007), copies of which are available on request.
Insurance
As well as the cover offered in these standard specimen conditions, The Carrier also operates additional cover for Goods in
Transit throughout the UK and Western Europe with legal liability uplifted to full value basis as per the following limits:
-

Any rigid vehicle any one event
Any articulated vehicle any one event

£500,000 GBP *
£1,000,000 GBP *

* Conditions apply. Please note these limits are provided as a guideline only, and are not to be considered sufficient confirmation
that your goods will always be covered in the event of any claim. For full details on exactly what is covered, please call The
Carrier to discuss your consignment itinerary thoroughly and confirm the cover is adequate for your requirements.
Should a consignment involve handling / transporting by any Third Party (whether appointed by the customer or by The Carrier),
require shipment by Air Freight, or be destined for a location outside the UK / Western Europe, customers should be made
aware of the limit of liability in the use of the standard specimen conditions and should ensure that they have sufficient cover in
place for the carriage of their goods.
A separate Bespoke Marine Cargo Insurance Policy for any consignment is available on request subject to our underwriter’s
approval and additional premium.
Terms of Credit
For all new customers, The Carrier requires full payment up front until satisfied a stable trading relationship has been
established. 30 Day Credit Terms may be offered, pending a credit check and account limit being discussed and agreed. Please
note - certain services rendered and / or high value contracts may require part-payment up front regardless of credit terms
extended.
Cancellation Charges
-

Less than 36hrs notice of cancellation will incur 100% charge of the agreed contract’s value.
More than 36hrs notice of cancellation will incur no charge, except unrecoverable costs for cancelled ferries, flights,
accommodation, Carrier-appointed third party services etc.

Penalty Charge Notices (PCN’s) and parking charges
Whilst all efforts are made to minimise parking charges and / or fines, any incurred costs will be passed on to the customer at
cost up to a maximum 21 days after completion of the contract, including a £15 administration charge.
Waiting Time
The Carrier’s costs always allow waiting time for loading and / or unloading of up to 1hr each stop for 3.5T services, or up to 2hrs
each stop for 7.5T services and larger. Charges apply for any delays beyond this, as per the table below. All charges are subject
to VAT.
3.5T

7.5T

12T

18T

ARTICULATED

CHARGE PER 30 MINUTES

£15

£25

£25

£25

£30

CHARGE PER 60 MINUTES

£30

£50

£50

£50

£60
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